Join us in Portland!

**WHO:** Scientists, educators, journalists, policymakers, students, and science communicators

**WHAT:** Two days of learning better science communication skills through workshops, presentations, poster sessions, networking, and more

**WHEN:** March 26-27, 2020

**WHERE:** Tiffany Center, Portland, Oregon

**WHY:** Learn how to combat alternative facts and explain how your science will help change the world!

**HOW:** Register at [www.sciencetalk.org](http://www.sciencetalk.org)

Featuring Keynote presentation by scientist and explorer **Ella Al-Shamahi.**
Last year's theme was "community." This year we want to take those relationships we built and expand our efforts outside our community.

At **SCIENCE TALK ‘20** we want to "build bridges" with the community-at-large.

**What Science Talkers are saying...**

"#scitalk19...seems to have achieved the unicorn of conference planning by people staying till the end?! On a Friday?! Color me VERY impressed"

“I still feel like an intermediate #SciComm -er, but I feel like I will be able to take all the tools I gained from #SciTalk19 and grow into a more confident #SciComm -er”

**SCIENCE TALK ‘20** is two exciting days filled with talks, poster sessions, workshops and networking opportunities, with one goal in mind – to sharpen your science communication skills.

Do it all while connecting with scientists, journalists, science communication professionals, students, and others who share your passion for science!

**Where:** Tiffany Center, Portland, OR

**When:** March 26-27, 2020

Register at [ScienceTalk.org](http://ScienceTalk.org)!